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Perfusion Imaging Using Arterial Spin Labeling
Xavier Golay, PhD,* Jeroen Hendrikse, MD,† and Tchoyoson C. C. Lim, MD*

Abstract: Arterial spin labeling is a magnetic resonance method for
the measurement of cerebral blood flow. In its simplest form, the perfusion contrast in the images gathered by this technique comes from
the subtraction of two successively acquired images: one with, and
one without, proximal labeling of arterial water spins after a small
delay time. Over the last decade, the method has moved from the
experimental laboratory to the clinical environment. Furthermore,
numerous improvements, ranging from new pulse sequence implementations to extensive theoretical studies, have broadened its reach
and extended its potential applications. In this review, the multiple
facets of this powerful yet difficult technique are discussed. Different
implementations are compared, the theoretical background is summarized, and potential applications of various implementations in research as well as in the daily clinical routine are proposed. Finally, a
summary of the new developments and emerging techniques in this
field is provided.
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ARTERIAL SPIN LABELING: THE BASICS
Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is based on the principles of
the indicator dilution theory. This theory was used for the first
time by Kety and Schmidt to measure cerebral blood flow
(CBF) in humans.1,2 Their method was based on the measurement of the arteriovenous dynamics of a freely diffusible
tracer, nitrous oxide (N2O), passed into the arterial system
through the respiration. Since the concentration of arterial
tracer, ca(t) increases faster that the venous concentration cv(t),
the regional CBF can be estimated using Fick’s principle:
dCT共t兲
= CBF共ca共t兲 − cv共t兲兲
dt

(1)

with CT(t) the tissue concentration of the tracer. In this model,
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ference in blood and tissue water contents: Cv(t) = CT(t)/ with
 = blood–brain partition coefficient, which can be different
for different tissues.3
While the Kety-Schmidt method is rarely used in patients today, their theory has been applied for the estimation of
rCBF in numerous techniques, mainly using radioactive tracers, such as H215O in positron emission tomography (PET)4,5
or 99mTc-ethylcysteinate-dimer in single-photon emission
computed tomography.6 Similar methods using intra-arterial
injection of non-1H NMR-visible tracers have been proposed
using Kety-Schmidt’s quantification theory. For recent review
articles of the MR methodologies to measure perfusion, see
Barbier et al,7 Calamante et al,8 or the book chapter by Alsop.9
In ASL, no extrinsic tracer is used. Instead, a selective
preparation sequence is applied to the arterial water spins, and
the perfusion contrast is given by the difference in magnetization or apparent relaxation time induced by the exchange of
these labeled spins with the tissue of interest10–12 (Fig. 1).
The original ASL method for labeling arterial spins was
proposed by Williams et al.13 In this work, the authors used a
single volume coil at the level of the common carotid arteries
to invert the spin adiabatically in a way similar to an earlier
published angiography technique.14 The degree of labeling of
this ASL method is highly dependent on the adiabatic labeling
condition13,15–17:
1 Ⲑ T1,1 Ⲑ T2 ⬍⬍G ⭈ v Ⲑ B1 ⬍⬍␥B1

(2)

with T1, T2 the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times respectively (in s), G = gradient strength (in mT/m), v = the normal nominal mean blood velocity in the vessels, ␥ = gyromagnetic moment ratio for 1H and B1 is the amplitude (in mT) of
the applied RF amplitude. Typical values for the degree of inversion achieved with such method vary between 80% and
90%, depending on the choice of G and B1.15,16,18 While continuous adiabatic inversion is still used today to measure perfusion, new sequences appeared soon after, in which the magnetic labeling of the spins is performed at once over a wide
spatial range to get better inversion efficiencies.10,19,20 These
methods are referred to as pulsed arterial spin labeling (PASL)
as opposed to continuous arterial spin labeling (CASL) for the
original scheme using flow-driven adiabatic inversion of the
arterial spins.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic description of
the principles of freely diffusible
tracer theory. Inverted magnetization (white) comes from the arterial
tree (white arrow) and diffuses
through the blood–brain barrier at
the capillary level. There, spins are
exchanged with the tissue magnetization (gray), and reduce its local intensity. The degree of attenuation is
a direct measure of perfusion. Remaining tagged magnetization as
well as exchanged water molecules
flow out of the voxel of interest
through the venous system (gray arrow).

Indeed, it was the development of PASL techniques that
moved the whole field from laboratory animals to the humans.11 The successful application of such methods to noninvasively determine brain perfusion imaging in humans attracted a larger number of people to work in this field, and the
number of scientific or clinical papers yearly published on this
topic exploded from a few papers published yearly until 1996
to over 20 from the year 1999 onwards (Fig. 2).

MR TECHNIQUES FOR ASL
Continuous Arterial Spin Labeling (CASL)
Techniques
The very first implementation of ASL was done using
long RF pulses in combination with a slice-selection gradient
to adiabatically invert the arterial magnetization.11,13,15 It was
immediately recognized that a potential confounding factor of
this method is that it induces magnetization transfer (MT) effects.21 Indeed, the application of long off-resonance RF
pulses will induce a saturation of the backbone of large macromolecules in the tissue included in the imaging coil, due to
their broad resonance frequencies.22 Once saturated, this large
macromolecular pool will then exchange its magnetization
with that of the “free” water, inducing in that way changes in
both T1 relaxation time and magnetization similar to those produce by ASL and therefore leading to an overestimation of the
perfusion effects.11 To overcome this problem, a distal labeling of the magnetization is performed in the control experiment to produce identical MT effects. This method works well
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

for single-slice perfusion imaging; however, the long RF
pulses used in such techniques are applied concurrently with a
gradient pulse and therefore render MT effects dependent on
the slice position.
Other techniques are necessary to control for these effects in a global way. The simplest one is to use a second coil
to perform the adiabatic continuous inversion.23,24 In such a
situation, the RF saturation pulse does not affect the tissue of
interest due to the localized B1 field of the second labeling coil.
The use of both separate gradient and RF coils for ASL has also
been proposed and would be more useful for human brain perfusion imaging in head-only scanners, or other systems with
restricted gradient coils.25 Furthermore, the use of additional
coil for labeling has the added feature of being able to selectively label the left or right common carotid artery independently, therefore allowing some kind of perfusion territory
mapping.26,27
Another possibility, as originally proposed by Alsop and
Detre, is to control globally for MT effects using a sinusoidal
modulation of the RF waveform.28 The application of such an
RF pulse together with a gradient will continuously saturate
two planes at the same time, resulting theoretically in a net zero
labeling during the control phase. The RF power is adjusted so
that the root mean square power is identical in both labeling
and control acquisitions to produce identical MT effects. The
main drawback of this method is that imperfections in the
double-inversion plane usually result in a lower labeling efficiency (∼70%).28 An example of an image acquired with this
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FIGURE 2. Bar plot of the number of papers provided by a simple Medline search using “Arterial Spin Labeling” or “Arterial Spin
Tagging” as key words.

technique is shown in Figure 3, in which three slices (out of 15
acquired) are shown for both a healthy 10-year-old girl and a
female patient suffering from Rett syndrome, a rare neurogenetic disease.29

FIGURE 3. Comparison of absolute CBF in a normal girl (A) and
a female patient with Rett Syndrome (B) of identical ages (10.3
years). Images were acquired at 1.5 T in 8 minutes. The average whole brain CBF is 105 mL/min/100 g for the volunteer
and 59 mL/min/100 g for the patient, demonstrating a general
reduction in brain metabolism. Notice also the microcephaly
of the patient, one of the typical clinical manifestations for this
disease.29
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Pulsed Arterial Spin Labeling (PASL)
Techniques
Symmetric PASL Techniques
Apart from the continuous ASL techniques, pulsed ASL
(or PASL) techniques have met with increasing success,
mainly due to the ease of implementation and reduced practical
difficulties as compared with those encountered in CASL,
such as those related to the long (2–4 seconds) continuous
wave-like excitation pulse required. PASL techniques can be
separated in two categories, whether the labeling is applied
symmetrically or asymmetrically with respect to imaging volume. Generally, the arterial labeling is performed much closer
to the acquisition plane in PASL than in CASL, to get an adequate signal-to-noise ratio.
The symmetric PASL sequences are based on a scheme
originally proposed by Kwong et al,10 and independently published by Kim20 and Schwarzbauer et al,30 and are referred to
as flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) sequences, according to Kim’s acronym.20 In this particular
scheme, an inversion-recovery sequence is performed twice:
once with and once without slice-selection gradient to label the
arterial spins. The perfusion-weighted signal comes then from
the difference in signal intensity due to the absence of inverted
arterial spins in the slice-selective experiment with respect to
the non-slice-selective inversion recovery sequence.31,32 Since
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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both labeled and nonlabeled images are acquired with identical
RF pulses, MT effects are counterbalanced over the center
slice. However, problems in the control for these effects may
arise when using multislice schemes.33,34 MT-related problems will, however, be less important than in CASL35 because
of the reduced RF power needed in such sequences.
Soon after the publication of the FAIR sequence, several
other methods based on similar symmetric labeling were developed:
• In the UNFAIR sequence, meaning “uninverted flowsensitive alternating inversion recovery,” an additional nonselective pulse is applied just after the first inversion pulse to
yield noninverted static signal in the volume of interest.36,37
This sequence, developed independently by Berr et al,38,39
is also called EST (extra-slice spin tagging).
• The FAIRER acronym refers to two different sequences,
aimed at solving different problems: in the first one,
FAIRER means “FAIR excluding radiation damping,” and
consists of a regular FAIR sequence after which a small continuous gradient is turned on to avoid radiation damping effects, affecting mostly animal experiments at high field
strength40,41; in its second definition, FAIRER means
“FAIR with an extra radiofrequency pulse” and consists of a
FAIR sequence followed or directly preceded by a 90° RF
pulse to null the static signal in the volume of interest. This
sequence was designed to be used in pulmonary perfusion
imaging, in which cardiac triggering is necessary.42,43
• Another version of the FAIR sequence is the FAIREST
technique or “FAIR exempting separate T1 measurement,”
in which a slice-selective saturation recovery acquisition is
added to the standard FAIR scheme and used mostly in combined BOLD and CBF fMRI experiments.44
• To achieve perfusion quantification with a short repetition
time (TR), Pell et al modified the original implementation
of the FAIR sequence by performing a global (nonselective)
saturation pulse prior to the actual FAIR sequence.45
• Finally, in the BASE sequence, meaning “unprepared BAsis
and SElective inversion,” a selective inversion-recovery sequence and a sequence without any preparation pulse are
alternatively acquired, and perfusion is calculated from the
expected signals coming from both experiments.46
Asymmetric PASL Techniques
Apart from these symmetrical schemes, another type of
PASL techniques has been developed, based on an original
sequence called EPISTAR for “echo-planar imaging with signal targeting by alternating radiofrequency pulses.”19 In
EPISTAR, the tagging of arterial water magnetization is performed using an inversion pulse in a slab proximal to the volume of interest, after (or before) saturation of the static spins to
avoid any contamination of the labeling slab into the measured
volume. In the control experiment, the slab is positioned at the
same distance distally to the volume of interest, using a simple
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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polarity inversion of the slab-selective gradient. This controls
for magnetization transfer effects in a way similar to the original CASL sequence.11 Based on this original sequence, the following other schemes have been proposed:
• First, the original EPISTAR sequence has been modified by
its authors to render it multislice capable.47 In this second
version of EPISTAR, the labeling inversion pulse is replaced by an adiabatic fast passage inversion pulse of twice
the length of a conventional 180° pulse, leading to an inversion of the arterial magnetization, while the control scan is
composed of two 180° pulses of half the length of the labeling one canceling each other and therefore leaving the spins
uninverted in a way similar to the sinusoidal CASL control.
• In the PICORE sequence (proximal inversion with control
for off-resonance effects), the labeling experiment is similar
to that of EPISTAR while the slab-selective labeling gradient is turned off during the control experiment, therefore
controlling for off-resonance MT effects in the central slice
of the volume of interest.35
• In the TILT sequence (transfer insensitive labeling technique), both labeling and control experiments are performed
using two self-refocusing 90° pulses; however, with the
phase of the second pulse shifted by 180° in the control experiment, therefore yielding a 90° − 90° = 0°.48,49 This
scheme allows controlling for MT artifacts over a wide
range of frequencies, as both 90° + 90° and 90° − 90° produce identical MT effects, in a way similar to the sinusoidal
modulation in continuous arterial spin labeling28 or to the
modified EPISTAR technique.47
• Finally, another scheme has been developed recently, using
a “Double Inversion with Proximal Labeling of bOth tagged
and control iMAges” (DIPLOMA).50 In this sequence, the
tagging is performed by two consecutive inversion pulses:
the first one applied off-resonance, without gradient selection, and therefore inducing only MT effects, and the second
one being a slab-selective on-resonance pulse inverting the
spins in the region of interest. In the control experiment, two
consecutive inversion pulses are played out on-resonance,
inducing identical MT effects but no net change in the magnetization, in a way similar to the BASE sequence.46
Technological Improvements: A Clear Definition of
the Bolus
In most of the PASL techniques described above, one of
the major technical difficulties in getting an absolute quantification of the CBF (see next section) comes from the potentially
variable delay or arterial transit time ␦t taken by the blood to
travel between the labeling slab and the measurement volume.
In an attempt to improve the definition of the bolus and therefore simplifying perfusion quantification, Wong et al35,51,52
came up with simple modifications of PASL sequences that
circumvent the problem of variable ␦t by the introduction of
additional saturation pulses. Their methods, dubbed QUIPSS
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(I & II) for “QUantitative Imaging of Perfusion using a Single
Subtraction” simply add a slab-selective 90° dephasing pulse
after a time TI1 in the volume of interest (for the first version)
or in the same position as the labeling bolus (in the 2nd version). In the QUIPSS II approach in particular, the bolus width
and transit time can be regulated in a way similar to CASL,
using the saturation pulse to limit the length of the tag. By
carefully timing the signal detection after the saturation pulse,
transit-time insensitive perfusion images can be acquired, even
for multiple slices. Furthermore, the use of a saturation pulse in
both labeled and control acquisitions reduces the artifactually
high perfusion-like signal coming from remaining labeled intravascular spins.
A further improvement has recently been introduced by
Luh et al,53,54 in which the saturation pulse is repeatedly applied at the distal end of the labeled volume to improve both the
definition of the tagged slab, as well as the cancellation of intravascular signal. The method is called Q2TIPS for “QUIPSS
II with Thin-slice TI1 Periodic Saturation.”

Dynamic and Pseudo-Continuous
ASL Techniques
One of the drawbacks of ASL, especially when applied
to functional MRI (see next Section on Neuroscience Applications) is its relative low inherent temporal resolution, due to the
subtraction process involved. Based on this consideration,
Wong et al55 showed that by acquiring the images at an early
TI, one gets the perfusion signal from the previous repetition, thereby improving the nominal temporal resolution of
PASL35 by a factor of 2. The conditions to perform such an
experiment can be summarized as follows: TR > , TI >  +
␦tmax, TI − TT < ␦tmin, with  = temporal width of the bolus,
␦tmin (resp ␦tmax) = minimum (resp. maximum) arterial transit
time from the bolus slab to the imaging volume.
Based on a similar observation, Silva and Kim proposed a modified CASL technique, in which short acquisitions are interleaved with an RF labeling pulse in such a
way that the labeling duty cycle is still large enough to get a
decent labeling efficiency. The control scans are then performed in a separate experiment. In that implementation, they
used a TR of 108 milliseconds, with a labeling time of 78 milliseconds for a total readout time (using EPI) of 30 milliseconds.56
Using a similar method, Barbier et al57,58 came up
with a dynamic ASL (DASL) technique, in which the response of the tissue magnetization to a periodically varying labeling pulse is measured. This technique alleviates the
use of a control experiment to observe the effect of the ASL
pulse on the tissue; rather, the tissue response function is directly fitted to a theoretical model, providing a simultaneous
estimation of both CBF and arterial transit time in a single
measurement.
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Nonsubtraction Methods
Finally, another class of methods has recently been introduced in which perfusion-weighted images can be obtained
without the need of a control acquisition. These nonsubtraction
methods are based on the concept of background suppression
using multiple inversion pulses,59 first introduced for ASL
techniques by Ye et al for multishot three-dimensional perfusion imaging.60 There are mainly two sequences published for
single-shot nonsubtraction spin labeling techniques:
• The first one, dubbed SEEPAGE for “Spin Echo Entrapped
Perfusion image,” starts with a 90° selective pulse, followed
by a train of 180° pulses maintaining the tissue magnetization around zero. The train of pulses is maintained long
enough for the non-saturated blood to enter in the slice and
provide a perfusion signal.61
• In the second one, called SSPL for “Single-Shot Perfusion
Labeling,” a double-inversion recovery pulse is applied to
null both CSF and tissue inside the volume of interest, while
keeping the perfusion signal minimally perturbed.62
Both methods have however the drawback of being difficult to quantify.

ABSOLUTE QUANTIFICATION IN ASL
Equations for CBF Quantification
To get an absolute quantification of CBF from ASL measurements, it is necessary to modify the Bloch equations to
include the exchange terms between the static tissue magnetization and the flowing labeled arterial magnetization13:

冉

MT 共t兲
dMT 共t兲 MT0 − MT 共t兲
=
+ f MA共t兲 −
dt
T1T


冊

(3)

with MT = tissue magnetization, MT0 = steady state equilibrium
value of MT, T1T = tissue longitudinal relaxation rate, and MA =
arterial magnetization per ml of blood and f = CBF in (mL/g/s).
This equation is valid under the following assumptions63:
• That perfusion is provided by an uniform plug flow to the
tissue.
• That exchange between labeled water and tissue magnetization can be modeled as a single well-mixed compartment,
more particularly that the venous concentration of labeled
magnetization is equal to the tissue concentration divided by
the blood-brain partition coefficient , ie, Mv(t) = MT(t)/.
Originally, the first models used for absolute quantification of ASL did not take into account the effect of arterial transit time ␦t in the measured signal.10,11,13,24,31 Buxton et al63
demonstrated theoretically that it is one of the most important
parameters needed for the quantification of both PASL and
CASL techniques.
Generally, a supplementary condition is also implied to
get an analytical solution to Eq. 3: that labeled water is completely and spontaneously extracted from the intravascular
space as it enters the tissue, ie, that labeled blood magnetiza© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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tion relaxes with the longitudinal relaxation time of arterial
blood T1B until it reaches the tissue, and with T1T thereafter.
With these assumptions, the general solution for PASL63 and
CASL64 techniques can written as:
For PASL

⌬MT共t兲 =

冦

0 ⬍ t ⬍ ␦t

0
MT0

f 共t − ␦t兲e−R1BtqPASL共t兲 ␦t ⬍ t ⬍  + ␦t

MT0
 + ␦t ⬍ t
f e−R1BtqPASL共t兲
2␣

(4)
2␣

with

qPASL共t兲 =

冦

e⌬R1t共e−⌬R1␦t − e−⌬R1t兲
⌬R1共t − ␦t兲
⌬R1t −⌬R1␦t
− e−⌬R1共+␦t兲兲
e
共e
⌬R1

␦t ⬍ t ⬍  + ␦t
 + ␦t ⬍ t
(5)

and R1B = (T1B)−1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate of arterial
blood, ⌬R1 = R1B − R1app is the difference between the relaxation rate of arterial blood and apparent relaxation rate of the
tissue, and R1app = R1T + f/ is the apparent relaxation rate of
the tissue, which depends on CBF.
For CASL
⌬MT共t兲 =
0
MT0
f T1appe−R1B␦tqCASL共t兲
2␣

MT0
f T1appe−R1B␦t e−R1app共t−−␦t兲qCASL共t兲
2␣


冦

with
qCASL共t兲 =

再

1 − e−R1app共t−␦t兲
1 − e−R1app

The Effect of Magnetization Transfer
Several papers have dealt with the effects of magnetization transfer on the absolute quantification.64,66–68 But the
most complete theoretical description is depicted in a paper by
McLaughlin et al.67 In this paper, the authors investigated in
particular the questions about both terms in the ratio
⌬M(t)/T1app that appears in the equations providing f in CASL
techniques. They based their observation on the following
equations describing a four-pool model:

冦

dMT共t兲 MT0 − MT共t兲
=
− kf MT 共t兲 + kbMM共t兲
dt
T1T
MT共t兲
+ f E共f兲 MA共t兲 −

0
dMM共t兲 MM − MM共t兲
=
+ kf MT 共t兲 − kbMM共t兲
dt
T1M

冉

冊

(8)

In which E(f) is the water extraction fraction, depending
on the CBF, the index M refers to the magnetization of the
bound macromolecular pool,22 and kf and kb are the forward
and backward magnetization transfer rate constants between
the free and bound water pool, respectively, obeying the following relation at equilibrium: kf MT0 = kbM0M. Without entering
too much into the details of this model, the general flavor of its
results is that under a wide range of conditions, reasonable and
consistent choices for ⌬M(t) and T1app should facilitate calculation of correct values for CBF in CASL experiments.

0 ⬍ t ⬍ ␦t

Restricted Exchange and Multiple
Compartment Modeling

␦t ⬍ t ⬍  + ␦t

Another possible improvement of the original model
based on the Kety-Schmidt equations for ASL is to include the
effects of restricted water exchange between intravascular and
extravascular compartments (ie, finite capillary water permeability) as well as capillary contributions to the ASL signal.69–72 In these four papers, different additional terms have
been added to the original equations, and different values of
underestimation or overestimation of CBF have been found,
depending on the assumptions made. Zhou et al70 used a
2-compartment model in its expression similar to Eq. 8, with
the exchange terms expressed between intravascular and extravascular compartments, and applied their results to measure
CBF from a FAIR sequence at 4.7 T. They obtained a good
correlation between their FAIR measurements and microsphere measurements of perfusion. St. Laurence et al71 worked
out similar equations and obtained similar results for CASL,
showing that generally, the single-compartment model provides relatively accurate CBF values at 1.5 T (within 5%) for
gray matter. Parkes and Tofts69 found an overestimation of
CBF in gray matter at 1.5 T of more than 60% (and 17% in
white matter) in FAIR-like sequences. They attributed the differences of their model with the previous ones to differences in

 + ␦t ⬍ t

␦t ⬍ t ⬍  + ␦t
 + ␦t ⬍ t

(6)

(7)

The main reason to express these two results (Eqs. 4 and
6) using a dimensionless q function is to show the similarity
between the equations governing both CASL and PASL methods. It can be demonstrated that CASL measured in peak
steady state conditions provides a perfusion signal ⌬MT at
most e times larger than PASL, if T1app = T1B.63,65 These q
functions describe also the effects of the different relaxation
times as well as the venous clearance of the labeled magnetization in PASL, and the approach to steady state in CASL. In
both cases, and after a sufficiently long time in CASL, both
expressions are close to 1 and can therefore be neglected in a
first approximation.
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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the choice of T1B and some differences in the modeling of the
venous outflow.

ARTIFACTS AND PROBLEMS
SNR and Imaging Problems
One of the major problems of ASL techniques is their
intrinsic low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Indeed, the measured
⌬M/M0 is often on the order of 1% or less, and subtraction
errors are frequent, often caused by improper selection of the
inversion width73 or motion artifacts in clinical studies of difficult patient populations.74 For this reason, several background-suppression schemes have been developed based on
the possibility to cancel the signal of more than one tissue using multiple inversion pulses.59 This background-suppression
method has been used for nonsubtraction ASL,61,62 as well as
for multishot three-dimensional PASL60 and CASL.9 Other
ways to increase the SNR in perfusion-weighted images have
been proposed, such as maximizing the SNR in both control
and labeling acquisitions, for example, by carefully choosing
the minimal usable B1 field in CASL to minimize MT effects
as much as possible.75 But the best way to ensure a proper
subtraction of labeled from control scans is to use fast (singleshot) imaging techniques. In most applications of ASL in the
brain, single-shot EPI10,19,20 or spiral imaging34,60,76,77 has
been used. However, strong susceptibility artifacts, especially
at the basis of the brain, render such readouts less than perfect.
Therefore, other readout techniques have been proposed to alleviate this problem, based on line-scan,78,79 or fast-spin
echo80–82 imaging. In applications of ASL outside the brain,
very few studies have used single-shot EPI methods, mainly in
kidney perfusion imaging83 or musculoskeletal perfusion imaging.84–86 Instead, simple gradient-echo or fast spin-echobased sequences, both of which are susceptibility insensitive
techniques, have been used for measuring cardiac perfusion,87–91 skeletal muscle perfusion,92–94 pulmonary perfusion,42,43,95–98 or perfusion in the urogenital system.39,80,99–102

Transit Time and Vascular Artifacts
Another main problem of ASL techniques comes from
the remaining labeled signal in the vasculature. Upon subtraction of labeled from control experiments, remaining inverted
blood will result in spuriously high perfusion values, especially in presence of a low resolution imaging technique. For
this reason, the first CASL sequences had already implemented small diffusion gradients (diffusion b-value = 1–10
seconds/mm2) to eliminate any remaining arterial signal.13,103
Based on a similar idea, Pell et al104 implemented a scheme in
which a DEFT diffusion preparation sequence is performed
prior to a Turbo-FLASH readout. Recently, by comparing the
signal obtained with and without crusher gradients, Wang et al
could obtain an estimate of the arterial transit time.105
Another solution to strongly reduce the effects of intravascular contamination is to adjust the predelay between con-
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tinuous labeling and readout.28,64 This latter method has the
advantage of not reducing the already small SNR available and
is easier to implement. Furthermore, it renders the method insensitive to variable transit times. In PASL, the QUIPSS-based
techniques are effective in a similar way.51–53

RF Pulse Shapes
Finally, one of the major implementation problems encountered, especially in PASL techniques, is related to the use
of very well-defined inversion pulses, as profiles not sharp
enough will result in a reduced labeling efficiency as well as
possible contamination by the labeling pulse of the volume of
interest.49,106–109 For this reason, very sharp labeling pulses
are needed, mainly adiabatic fast passage47,106 or frequency
offset-corrected inversion pulses.36,108,110 Finally, the TILT
sequence uses self-refocusing concatenated 90° ShinarLeroux optimized RF pulses111 to maintain the profile efficiency of the 90° pulses.49 One drawback of this technique is
that it can only be used under very good shimming conditions.50

APPLICATIONS IN NEUROSCIENCE
Functional ASL Versus fMRI
One of the original reasons for the development of ASL
was the drive to develop a fully noninvasive technique allowing measuring the local changes in CBF related to a functional
task.19,20,112 Indeed, ASL techniques developed in parallel
with functional MRI (fMRI) techniques based on the blood
oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast.112–114 Similarly to
fMRI, early functional ASL studies measured perfusion
changes in primary motor20,32,35,115–118 or visual46,119–122 activation tasks. Only few studies have been used in cognitive
tasks.123 However, fundamental differences exist between
both techniques: while T2*-weighted BOLD fMRI measures
an epiphenomenon secondary to local increases in oxygenation, ASL provides a direct absolute measurement of CBF
changes. ASL should be therefore more reproducible among
subjects and generally over longer periods of time,124–126 despite its intrinsic lower SNR.34,127,128 Furthermore, it is less
prone to artifacts coming from large draining veins, as its signal is mainly of arteriolar and microvascular origin129,130 and
is therefore usable for very high-resolution functional mapping, such as columnar resolution functional ASL.131 Then it
has to be noted that at very high field (9.4 T), functional areas
depicted by both spin-echo BOLD and CBF were found to be
pretty well co-localized, which can be attributed to the complete loss of coherence of blood signal for long echo times at
such high field strength.132 However, the necessity of the subtraction procedure makes ASL less favorable for event-related
fMRI than BOLD, necessitating the use of complex reordering
procedures133,134 or of no-subtraction ASL techniques.62 A
possible way to increase the temporal resolution in ASL can be
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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achieved using a so-called stroboscopic acquisition, in which
the frequency of the activation paradigm is shifted with respect
to the frequency at which the data are acquired.135
On the other hand, CASL is not as easy to interpret as
BOLD. In particular, changes in arterial transit time have been
measured using ASL and can be misinterpreted as elevated
perfusion upon activation.136–140 In particular, Gonzales-At et
al showed that depending whether the model used a single
transit time or a transit time distribution, the transit times varied from 10% to 25% during motor or visual activation in functional CASL experiments.137
Furthermore, these changes in transit time are different
in each voxel and are dependent on the arterial content of the
voxel.139,140 As a demonstration of this effect, Figure 4 depicts
the arterial transit time at which voxels in the visual cortex
show maximum cross-correlation with a simple visual stimulus paradigm using the Turbo-TILT sequence (see Emerging
Techniques).140 At short delay times, the maximum crosscorrelation is located near the areas surrounding the central
sulcus, where large arteries are present. For longer delay times,
this area is shifted to the posterior and lateral part of the visual
cortex.
Generally, detection of functional ASL changes cannot
be compared directly to BOLD fMRI, as the noise characteristics of ASL are very different from those of BOLD as shown
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by Wang et al141; they found that fMRI time series are more or
less independent in time and did not show spatial coherence
varying across temporal frequencies. This finding has implications for the spatial smoothing of functional perfusion data.

Metabolic and Oxygen Consumption Studies
One of the first demonstrations of a correlation between
oxygen metabolism and blood flow was demonstrated in the
skeletal muscle by Toussaint et al.94 using 31P spectroscopy as
a direct measure of muscle metabolism.
In the brain, Kim and Ugurbil demonstrated using combined FAIR and BOLD experiments that changes in oxygen
consumption during activation are very low.127 Later, the same
group demonstrated a linear relationship between CBF and
BOLD changes in a graded visual stimulation paradigm.120
These experiments were repeated and reinterpreted using a
CO2-based titration procedure142 to obtain independently absolute metabolic rates of oxygen by the same group143 and by
Hoge et al.144,145 A more detailed study of the effects of hyperoxia, hypercapnia, and hypoxia on both CBF and interstitial
oxygen tension was also published by Duong et al.146 Similar
validation experiments were performed using CASL on a rat
model by Silva et al.147
ASL has been also used to further study the temporal
characteristics of activation-related CBF changes. In particu-

FIGURE 4. Application of Turbo-TILT
to functional imaging.140 The color
map highlights the postlabeling delay at which the voxels in the visual
cortex show maximum crosscorrelation with a simple visual
stimulus paradigm. At short postlabeling delay times, the maximum
cross-correlation is located near the
areas surrounding the central sulcus.
For longer delay times, this area is
shifted to the posterior and lateral
part of the visual cortex.
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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lar, based on the mismatch between the temporal characteristics of the BOLD and ASL signals following brain activation,
Buxton et al116 developed a simple biomechanical model explaining these changes, the so-called “balloon model.” Concurrently, ASL was used by Silva et al148 to understand the
early negative changes in the BOLD signal (called the “earlydip”),149 which is thought to be closer to the site of activation.150 However, the authors of this study could not demonstrate any evidence of such early loss in hemoglobin oxygenation preceding the rise in CBF and concluded that increases in
CBF and oxygen consumption were likely to be dynamically
coupled in their animal model. Other applications of ASL in
the determination of the functional characteristics of the
BOLD signal included, among others, a study on the linearity
of the temporal dynamics of ASL.151

Pharmacological Applications
ASL is also of great interest in the study of various drugs,
in both humans and animals, as it does not require the injection
of another compound that might interfere with the tested pharmacological agent.152 Furthermore, ASL provides absolute
quantification of a physiological parameter (CBF), unlike
T2*-weighted BOLD, in which changes in signal can be interpreted as coming either from changes in oxygen extraction,
blood flow, or metabolism. In particular, a twofold to fourfold
increase in CBF has been demonstrated after administration of
2-chloroadenosine, a potent cerebrovasodilator, to rats.153,154
Similarly, elevated CBF was measured in volunteers following
injection of acetazolamide.155 The same drug was also used in
measuring the cerebrovascular reserve in patients with ischemic symptoms referable to large artery cerebrovascular stenosis of the anterior circulation.156 Drugs with opposite effects,
such as indomethacin157,158 or the anesthetic gas isoflurane,159
have also been tested using CBF in both humans and animals,
respectively. Finally, Born et al measured the changes in CBF
in the visual cortex in children under sedation,160 trying to investigate the origin of the negative BOLD signal observed often in such case and found a slight decrease in CBF upon visual
activation.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Validation of ASL Prior to Clinical Studies
Prior to any clinical application of ASL, several animal
studies reported general behavior of these sequences in terms
of reproducibility and comparison with “gold-standard” invasive methods. In a study on rats, Zhou et al showed a good
correlation between values measured with FAIR and radioactive microsphere CBF measurement methods.70 Ewing et al
also demonstrated a good correlation of local CBF measured
by ASL on direct comparison with quantitative autoradiography.161 Finally, Pell et al recently used the oxygen clearance
method and compared it with a PASL technique (FAIR).162
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They also found a very good correlation between CBF values
measured by both techniques, although impaired slightly by
the large scattering in their FAIR measurements. Furthermore,
human studies of cerebral perfusion using ASL have shown
good within-subject variation in normal adults,163 as well as in
children.164 Lia et al165,166 have compared the results of CBF
measured independently in health volunteers by contrast reagent-based techniques to ASL measurements and found good
correlation between both techniques (r = 0.86 over 8 subjects).
Finally, Ye et al have published a study comparing the results
of ASL to 15O-labeled PET and found an extremely good concordance between both methods in the cortical gray matter
(ASL: 64 ± 12 mL/100 g/min and PET: 67 ± 13 mL/100
g/min).167 However, perfusion in the white matter was underestimated, in agreement with what could be expected from
theoretical studies using extended models.71
As a fully noninvasive method, ASL might be particularly advantageous where a technique not necessitating intravenous injection is required, especially when repeated scans
are foreseen. In animal models of transient cardiac arrest, ASL
has been successfully used to assess postresuscitation cerebral
reperfusion.168–171 By making repeated ASL measurements,
some authors have demonstrated that early resuscitation increased reperfusion after cardiac arrest and improved survival.168 This technique has now been used to study the effects
of different treatment strategies to improve cerebral recovery.169,171

Pediatric Studies
ASL techniques, with better safety and image quality,
are attractive for studying cerebral perfusion in the pediatric
population and pose less of an ethical problem than nuclear
medicine studies.74,164 Children have generally a higher
blood flow than adults with a peak at around 10 years of
age.164,172,173 This higher physiological CBF will lead to increased SNR in ASL and reduce the artifacts caused by slow
arterial transit time. Conversely, in dynamic contrast reagent
studies in children, the increased CBF, coupled with the reduced total dose of contrast media, would lead to technical
difficulties in sampling the first pass bolus.
Recent studies from Wang et al164 and Oguz et al74 also
found an increase in the cerebral blood flow in normal children
compared with adult controls. Furthermore, in the latter report,
children with sickle cell disease were identified with reduction
in CBF without large arterial disease on MR angiogram, demonstrating the potential for noninvasive prospective identification of children at risk for stroke and other complications.

Cerebral Ischemia
In animal studies, ASL has been successfully applied to
study the effects of complete174,175 or partial176 occlusion of
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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the middle cerebral artery. Early human studies have shown
that ASL methods could be successfully applied in acute
stroke177–180 and could be used in acetazolamide challenge test
in patients with vascular stenosis.156,181
The main problem in cerebral ischemia, as well as in
partial or complete arterial occlusion, is the lengthening in
transit time due to collateral flow or reduced arterial velocity, 177 sometimes producing artificially elevated signal
changes due to remaining labeled magnetization in the large
arteries on the affected site. Such effects need to be clearly
distinguished from luxury perfusion occurring in chronic
stroke patients, such as depicted in Figure 5, in which a 50year-old man presenting with right hemiplegia and aphasia
was scanned more than 1 day after symptom onset. In this case
diffusion-weighted and T2-weighted MR images show a hyperintensity in the infracted area, and the CASL images show
increased cerebral blood flow from luxury perfusion.

Tumors
Measurement of tumor blood flow is important for tumor grading and evaluating anticancer treatment effect.182–184
As example of the use of ASL in tumors, Figure 6 shows
clearly increased tumor blood flow in a patient with glioma
despite the lack of contrast enhancement on conventional MR
imaging. Because of the use of a purely diffusible tracer, ASL
techniques may allow absolute quantification unaffected by
disrupted blood–brain barrier, a common problem using contrast reagent-based techniques for assessing tumor perfusion,
and allows distinction between high- and low-grade gliomas.184 However, dynamic contrast medium-based techniques
are still the preferred technique today because of superior SNR
and increased anatomic coverage. Furthermore, patients with
brain tumors usually undergo contrast-enhanced scans as part
of conventional imaging protocols, and the advent of high field
imaging will soon allow measurement of perfusion without the
need for an increase in contrast reagent dose.185,186 ASL may
also be useful for repeated studies on the effects of radiation
therapy or pharmacological agents (such as nicotinamide) to
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increase tumor blood flow and also to assess different therapies
treatment regimens in both intracranial and head and neck malignancies.183,187,188

Other Cerebral Diseases
ASL has been used in many other diseases affecting the
central nervous system, including Alzheimer disease,189,190
epilepsy,82,191 clinical depression,192 rare diseases, such as
postpartum vasculopathy,193 Rett syndrome,29,194 or Fabri disease,195 as well as traumatic injury in rodent models.153,196 A
summary of the clinical findings in patients is presented below.
In both studies on Alzheimer’s disease, either using
PASL190 or using CASL,189 focal areas of hypoperfusion were
consistently found in patients as compared with the normal
controls, mainly in the posterior temporoparietal and occipital
areas190 as well as in frontal and posterior cingulate cortices.189 These deficits correlated with the severity of dementia.
Two studies have also been reported on changes in the
CBF of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), using either CASL (191) or PASL (82). Both studies could find local
or lateralized areas of reduced CBF in the mesial temporal lobe
related to TLE. Interestingly, both studies found significant
correlation between ASL results and PET measurements of
CBF82 or glucose metabolic rate.191
A recent PASL study investigated the links between depression, cardiac disease, and CBF.192 For this study, the authors acquired two axial slices through the upper and lower
halves of the lateral ventricles. On the upper slice, CBF was
significantly lower on the left side in the depressed subjects
than in the control group, suggesting that relative cerebral hypoperfusion may underlie depression in elderly cardiac patients.
Rett Syndrome is a rare X-linked genetic disease, leading to developmental regression and deceleration of head
growth accompanied by loss of communication skills, seizures, respiratory abnormalities, and peculiar stereotyped
hand-wringing behavior.29 In both studies of this disease, ei-

FIGURE 5. CASL (A), isotropically
diffusion-weighted (DW) (B), and
T2-weighted (C) images of a 50year-old man with recent onset of
right hemiplegia and aphasia. All
images were acquired at 3.0 T. The
CASL images were acquired in 6
minutes 40 seconds. The DW and
T2-weighted MR images show hyperintensity in the infarcted area,
while the perfusion-weighted CASL
image shows increased cerebral
blood flow from luxury perfusion
(arrow). Note that the DW image is
not acquired at the same angle as
the two other images.
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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FIGURE 6. CASL (A), postcontrast
T1-weighted (B), and T2-weighted
(C) images of a 32-year-old woman
with seizures on follow-up for right
frontal glioma. All images were acquired at 3.0 T. The CBF-weighted
CASL image was acquired in 3 minutes, and only 19 averages were included to form this image.74 Although the tumor does not enhance
after intravenous contrast injection
(Gd-DTPA), the CASL perfusionweighted image demonstrates a
clear increase in cerebral perfusion.

ther with PASL29 or with CASL,194 reduced general perfusion
was observed, with a marked reduction (30%) in the frontal
lobe, probably related to their delayed developmental state. In
Fabry disease, Moore et al found that CBF was elevated in the
posterior circulation, especially in the thalamus.195

Other Clinical Non-Brain Indications
Although the majority of applications have been focused
on cerebral perfusion, ASL methods have been successfully applied to other organs, with interest in pulmonary,42,43,95–98,197–206 cardiac,11,87–91,207 renal,39,83,99,102,208
breast,209 uterine,210 or ovarian100,101 perfusion studies.
Pulmonary ventilation or perfusion MR studies, particularly quantitative methods, would be desirable to improve spatial resolution and avoid the radiation dose associated with
classic radionuclide studies used to assess pulmonary embolism. ASL techniques were successfully applied in studies of
normal volunteers95,96,98,203 as well as in animals197,201 and
humans with perfusion deficits,97 lung transplantation,202 and
cystic fibrosis.206
Myocardial perfusion was studied in isolated207 and intact animal hearts90,91 to assess vasodilation induced by pharmacological agents. Human investigations show promising
potential of ASL to become an important noninvasive and easily repeatable method to study changes in cardiac blood flow in
patients with coronary disease.211
Several studies of ASL in renal diseases have been performed. In a study of kidney transplant rejection, Wang et al99
found that reduction in renal cortical perfusion rate determined
by MRI was significantly correlated with histologic rejection.
Other reduced renal perfusion due to renal vascular disease39,83 have also been described.

EMERGING TECHNIQUES
High-Field Clinical ASL
In the past few years, moderate and high field MR systems (ⱖ 3.0T) have been introduced in the clinical settings.
Advantages of higher field strength have been demonstrated
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for magnetic resonance angiography,212 fMRI,213 and magnetic resonance spectroscopy.214 An expected twofold SNR
increase proportional to the magnetic field strength is the most
appealing feature of 3T MR imaging, but other properties such
as increased T1 relaxation times may also provide great advantages for ASL. Indeed, most CASL sequences use a TR in the
order of 5 seconds, with the shortest possible echo times, resulting in proton density weighted images. Therefore, both the
increase in T1 and decrease in T2 expected at 3T215 will not
affect the image contrast, and the native perfusion-weighted
images will plainly profit from a twofold increase in
SNR.216,217 Furthermore, the increase in arterial blood T1b
from 1400 ms218 at 1.5 T to 1680 ms219 at 3.0 T shall increase
the contrast-to-noise ratio of the images by approximately 20%
to 30%, depending on the imaging parameters. In a study by
Franke et al,220 both increase in signal as well as in T1b were
found to be the main contributors for the increase in CNR in
ASL when going to higher field strength. Therefore, a reduction of the scan time by a factor of up to four for identical
imaging parameters is expected when going from 1.5 T to 3.0
T; alternatively, this increase in SNR may be traded for increased image resolution.
In PASL sequences, usually an inversion (eg, FAIR) or
presaturation (EPISTAR, TILT, QUIPSS) pulse is followed 1
to 2 seconds later by the acquisition sequence. These pulses
will therefore be the main determinant of the contrast in the
native (nonsubtracted) image, which will show in most cases a
T1 weighting. For this reason, the expected SNR gain is less
than that of CASL sequences217 at high field strengths. However, the increased T1b will still contribute to an increase in SNR.

ASL at Multiple Inversion Times
In the majority of PASL or CASL studies, a single delay
time TI between labeling and image acquisition is used to estimate CBF. In such cases, the effects of arterial transit time on
the CBF estimation are difficult to evaluate and can potentially
cause errors in calculated perfusion values.31,52,64 This is especially true for patients with stroke and steno-occlusive disease of the carotid arteries for whom the labeled blood flowing
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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via collateral vessels will cause an increased transit time in the
affected area.
A possible approach to solve the transit time problem is
based on the observation that, instead of minimizing the effect
of transit time, this physiologically important hemodynamic
parameter can also be measured in addition to CBF measurements by performing multiple ASL experiments at various TIs
between ASL labeling and MR acquisition. Buxton et al. introduced the theoretical basis of this multiple TI method and
proved the principles with an EPISTAR-like technique.63
Gonzalez-At et al proposed a similar method based on a
CASL sequence and applied it to fMRI studies.137 Several
studies have investigated the shape of ASL hemodynamic response curves, with the amount of ASL signal plotted against
TI.34,103,138 Generally, an increase of the perfusion-weighted
signal is found at short TI for PASL sequences caused by the
arrival of the labeled blood through the arterial system (Fig. 1),
followed by a decrease at longer TI, caused by a combination
of washout of the tracer and T1 relaxation, seen in both PASL
and CASL137 (see Absolute Quantification). The main drawback of ASL at multiple inversion times is the considerably
longer scan time than for single delay experiments, often rendering this technique impractical, especially in difficult patient
populations. Recently, Inflow Turbo Sampling FAIR (ITSFAIR) and Turbo TILT were introduced, both of which allow
absolute quantification of CBF and arterial transit time in a
single scan.139,140,221 Both techniques acquire a series of images at increasing delay times after one single inversion pulse
by combining a pulsed ASL with a repeated small flip angle
gradient echo sampling strategy, in a way similar to the LookLocker technique used for fast T1 mapping.222 When applied
to PASL sequences, the Look-Locker acquisition train allows
monitoring the dynamics of blood inflow and tissue perfusion
at high temporal resolution (50–200 milliseconds). A clinical
example of transit time and CBF maps obtained with the turbo
tilt method is demonstrated in Figure 7.
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Selective ASL Methods
Thus far, most ASL techniques have been used to measure tissue perfusion of the brain by nonselectively labeling of
all of the brain feeding arteries. Edelman et al. introduced selective labeling with a sagittal inversion slab for angiography;
however, no flow territory mapping or CBF quantification was
performed in these studies.223 As mentioned earlier, local surface coils in CASL experiments can also be used for selective
labeling of the right and left common carotid artery separately.24–27 Because the surface coils only allow for labeling of
superficial arteries, this method is restricted to selective labeling of either internal carotid arteries (ICA), and no separate
labeling of the posterior circulation can be achieved.
Using a PASL technique similar to that of Edelman et al,223
Eastwood et al selectively labeled either the right or left carotid
artery systems by alternating the application of spatially selective inversion pulses in sagittal orientation.224 However, they
were not able to get an absolute quantification using this technique. Recently, another PASL method for selective labeling
of ICAs and basilar artery was implemented using twodimensional labeling pulses forming a pencil beam profile.225
By planning this pencil beam with a gaussian profile parallel to
the slices of interest and below the circle of Willis, 2 to 4 cm of
the left or right ICA or basilar artery could be labeled. However, a significant contamination of the perfusion territories of
the nonlabeled arteries was still present and no CBF values
were obtained, due to the complex labeling scheme used and
the absence of global control for magnetization transfer effects.
Hendrikse et al226 recently developed another technique
based on TILT,48 called regional perfusion imaging (RPI).
With RPI, selective labeling is achieved by using the sharp
labeling profiles of the concatenated TILT labeling pulses49
and by interactively planning the spatially selective inversion
slabs.226 RPI allows CBF quantification because of its inherent
global control for MT effects independent of the angulation of
the labeling slab.48,49 As a potential clinical use of this tech-

FIGURE 7. Absolute CBF (A) and D
= time for the lower edge of the bolus to reach the tissue (B) of a patient with right carotid occlusion
and small right side infarction (arrow). It can be seen that the whole
right hemisphere, although not suffering from a reduced blood flow,
presents with a significant increase
in D, indicating delayed cerebral
perfusion through co-lateral circulation.
© 2004 Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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FIGURE 8. Regional perfusion imaging (RPI) of a normal volunteer (A)
and of a patient after EC-IC bypass
surgery (B). In this picture, CBF
coming from the right ICA (for the
volunteer) and from the bypass (for
the patient) are color-coded in red,
and CBF coming from the left ICA is
color-coded in green. Notice that
the posterior circulation is coming
from both sides in the volunteer,
while both territories are perfectly
distinct in the patient. This probably
reflects a mixing of flow from both
ICAs through the circle of Willis
(CoW) in the volunteer, while the
patient’s bypass graft is attached at
a location distal to the CoW.

nique, RPI images in a control subject and a patient after high
flow extracranial to intracranial bypass surgery are demonstrated in Figure 8.

Velocity-Encoded ASL
In general, most ASL techniques described so far are
based on the proximal labeling of arterial magnetization followed by its measurement in the tissue of interest after a certain
delay time. As expressed earlier, the main problem of such
techniques is the finite arterial transit time between the labeling slab and the volume of interest. This transit time can be
considerably longer in patients suffering from arterial occlusion, stroke, or arteriovenous malformations, for example.
Furthermore, the transit time also depends on the actual relative position of the tissue to the labeling plane or slab. That is,
the delay will generally be longer for more distal slices.
In an attempt to render ASL techniques independent
from these arterial transit delays, another class of arterial
spin labeling techniques has recently been introduced, in
which arterial spins are labeled everywhere according to their
velocity227,228 and termed later velocity-selective ASL by
Wong et al.229 In this method, a series of nonselective 90°180°-90° pulse sequence is used (DEFT sequence), with interleaved gradients to select spins of a particular velocity, in a
way similar to MRI sequences used to obtain quantitative flow
measurements in large vessels.230 For the control experiment,
the same sequence is repeated with very low gradients. The
main difference between this method and other ASL techniques is that flowing spins are labeled everywhere, including
in the volume of interest, therefore minimizing the transit delay time necessary for the blood to reach any region of interest
in the organ.

CONCLUSION
Tremendous improvements have appeared in the field of
ASL over the last 12 years. Interestingly, however, most up-
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to-date methods are still based on the original scheme proposed by Williams et al,13 except maybe some techniques
based on velocity-selective ASL.227,229 This new way of measuring blood flow has been used widely in animal imaging,
small clinical studies, as well as a potential surrogate to BOLD
fMRI in neuroscience. From the original brain technique have
emerged various methods specifically designed to measure
blood flow in a large number of organs.
On the technical side, improvements in the techniques
and control for the numerous potential artifacts have permitted
the development of reliable multislice perfusion imaging, with
a resolution often as good as, or even better than, most nuclear
medicine approaches. Despite all these improvements and the
continuous research done in this domain, ASL is still an
emerging technique per se and has not replaced more invasive
procedures for the assessment of blood flow in patients.
Among the possible explanations for this are probably the relative complexity of the method and its intrinsic low SNR and
relative high sensitivity to motion artifacts. As summarized in
this review, some of the latest developments and the advent of
high field clinical imagers might change this perception, however, and future advances ahead will definitely bring the robustness needed by this technique to be widely used in the clinics.
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